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Abstract: Biomimetic total synthesis has played a pivotal role in the development of
synthetic organic chemistry. In particular, efforts aimed at mimicking the head-to-tail
(HT) cation– cyclization cascades invoked in terpene biosynthesis, such as those
catalyzed by type-II cyclases, have led to a multitude of new synthetic methods, chemical
concepts, and total syntheses over the past century. Conversely, synthetic methodology
that mimics tail-to-head (TH) cation– cyclization cascades, mediated by Mg2+ type-I
terpene cyclases, remains elusive in organic synthesis, despite key roles in the
biosynthesis of privileged therapeutic molecules such as taxol and artemesinin. Here we
report that Li+/weakly-coordinating anion (WCA) salts catalyze the TH polycyclization
of linaloyl fluoride, leading to high-yielding mixtures of polycyclic terpene natural
products including cedrenes, cadinadiene, epizonarene, and -selinene. The examples
reported herein represent early examples of small molecule-catalyzed TH polycyclization
reactions enabling the shortest (formal) total synthesis of (±)-artemisinin. Moreover we
apply this strategy to the diterpene geranyllinaloyl fluoride, resulting in a two-step total
synthesis of the tricyclic core of the gersemiols (named here as -gersemiene), a recently
discovered class of marine diterpenoid natural products.
Introduction
For nearly 70 years, the study of terpene biosynthesis has inspired scientists across a wide
array of disciplines.1–6 From enzymology and biophysics to computational and synthetic
chemistry, many of the fundamental principles driving modern chemical science are
rooted in studies of these remarkable enzymatic processes.7 Early investigation of
triterpene stereochemistry by Stork and Eschenmoser led to the initially controversial
hypothesis that cyclase enzymes generate reactive carbocations to yield steroid cores
through cation– cyclization cascades.3 This groundbreaking hypothesis ultimately
inspired the development of small-molecule catalysts capable of producing polydecalin
and steroid-like compounds with high levels of stereocontrol. Indeed, since the 1960s,
Johnson, Corey, Yamamoto, Overman, and others have demonstrated that employment of
a biomimetic head-to-tail (HT) cation– cyclization strategy in total synthesis provides a
powerful platform to access polydecalin natural products.8–12
These classic studies highlight the value of using terpene biosynthesis as a
sharpening stone for chemical synthesis and enzymology. However this symbiotic
relationship continues to be confined to HT processes that mimic type-II terpene cyclases
that produce polydecalin frameworks (e.g. 1, Figure 1a) from linear isoprenoids (2).

Conversely, polycyclization reactions that mimic Mg2+-dependent type-I terpene cyclases
remain understudied in synthetic organic chemistry; this is despite forging a larger and
more structurally-diverse subset of polycyclic terpenes, including medicinally privileged
natural products such as artemisinin and taxol. 7 These processes, originally coined tailto-head (TH) cyclization by Shenvi and Pronin, proceed enzymatically via Mg2+mediated ionization of a phosphate head group (e.g., 3, Figure 1b), followed by attack of
an isoprenyl tail (e.g., 3–6) to ultimately form macrocyclic, medium, or small rings (5).13–
15
The savagely acidic and electrophilic carbocation intermediates in these processes (e.g.
6) are prone to rapid E1 elimination or SN1 reactions in bulk solvent, often precluding
productive polycyclization in a synthetic setting. This stands in stark contrast to the wellstudied HT processes where the bond-forming events occur through low-energy

Figure 1. Previous and current examples of cationic terpene cyclizations.

polydecalin transition states (e.g. 7, Figure 1a), allowing for rapid polycyclization that
often outcompetes deleterious E1 or SN1 pathways.
Many early efforts to synthesize sesquiterpenes through biomimetic TH
polycyclization have been reported, often resulting in low-yielding complex mixtures
largely comprised of monocyclic bisabolenes.16–19 Reports from Shenvi and coworkers
demonstrated that treatment of an unnaturally-occurring farnesene oxide species (8,
Figure 1c) with stoichiometric Lewis acid yields a synthetically relevant mixture of biand tricyclic sesquiterpenoids through a putative zwitterionic intermediate (9).13
Recently, the first example of non-enzymatic, catalytic TH cyclization was reported by
Tiefenbacher and coworkers, who employed a supramolecular cluster to engage farnesyl
acetate (10, Figure 1d) affording an array of polycyclic sesquiterpene products. The
product selectivity observed in this seminal example of catalytic TH cyclization, in
particular the formation of -selinene (16), was attributed to encapsulation by the
supramolecular assembly.14,15 Here we diverge in approach from these seminal reports
and describe the utilization of weakly-coordinating anion (WCA) catalysis to achieve the
biomimetic conversion of sesquiterpene fluoride 11 (Figure 1e) to high yielding mixtures
of polycyclic sesquiterpene natural products (12–16). Notably, cadinadiene (12), the
trans-decalin variant of amorphadiene and a reported biosynthetic precursor of
artemisinin, is formed in this reaction, constituting a 7-step formal total synthesis of the
bioactive natural product.20 Moreover, we report proof-of-principle that this strategy is
amenable to diterpene total synthesis, as we demonstrate that geranyllinaloyl fluoride (17,
Figure 1f) can be converted directly to the tricyclic diterpene, α-gersemiene (18) using
this simple catalytic system.
Results and Discussion
At the outset of our efforts, we hypothesized that the use of WCAs would allow
for the generation of persistent carbocations with sufficient lifetimes to partake in
polycyclization events before fast, counteranion-mediated-E1 elimination or trapping by
solvent.21–23 Previous reports from our lab have demonstrated the competency of
R3Si+/WCA-derived catalysts in generating long-lived carbocationic species that engage
in intermolecular C–H insertion reactions.24 Hence, we hypothesized that allylic fluoride
11, (Figure 1e) could be readily ionized under analogous R3Si+/WCA conditions to
generate an allylic carbocation (4, Figure 1b) poised to undergo rapid 1,6-cyclization to
generate the bisabolyl cation (6).25, 26 Despite having a Hammett acidity of ca. ≤ –17, we
posited that this carbocation would have sufficient lifetime, when paired with a WCA, to
undergo subsequent polycyclization without the formation of bisabolenes through E1
elimination.27
To validate our hypothesis, (E)-nerolidyl fluoride (11) was chosen as the model
substrate (Figure 1e). Exposing fluoride 11 to triethylsilane and a catalytic amount of
commercially available trityl tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate, we observed lowyielding formation of -cedrene (13), epi--cedrene (14), and cadinadiene (12) in
addition to an intractable mixture of hydrocarbon products (Table 1, entry 1).
Gratifyingly, these polycyclic sesquiterpenes arise from multiple hydride shifts and
cyclization events subsequent to the formation of the bisabolyl cation, supporting our
mechanistic hypothesis.25,26 Discouraged by the lack of selectivity and poor efficiency,

we posited that the incompatibility of R3Si+/WCA catalysts with dichloromethane and
olefinic substrates was responsible for the poor reaction outcome.28 These findings led us
to explore the use of Li+/WCA catalysts with (E)-nerolidyl fluoride (11) to potentially
attenuate any decomposition observed when utilizing R3Si+/WCA. Unfortunately, use of
our reported Li+/WCA catalytic conditions, featuring the in situ generation of
[Li]+[B(C6F5)4]– through combination of LiHMDS and [Ph3C]+[B(C6F5)4]–, resulted in

Table 1. Optimization table. a Two diastereomers estimated from crude 1H NMR (1:1 d.r.). b Reaction
performed at –40 °C. c Reaction performed at 40 °C. d Yield calculated by NMR. e Utilizing bisabolyl
fluoride 19 as starting material.

premature deprotonation of the intermediate carbocation, yielding a mixture of linear and
monocyclic elimination products (entry 2).29 However, we were gratified to find that
pairing mild inorganic bases with metal/WCA salts yielded polycyclic products, albeit in
low yields (entries 3 – 5). Utilization of stoichiometric LiClO4 was found to produce the
cyclized terpene products in reduced yield, presumably due to promiscuous oxidative
reactivity, as aromatic species such as cadalene were observed in the reaction mixture
(entry 6, see Supporting Information). It was ultimately discovered that pre-formed
[Li]+[B(C6F5)4]– (1 mol %) used in combination with stoichiometric LiCl (1 equivalent)
provided a remarkable 85% combined yield of five known sesquiterpene natural
products: cadinadiene (12), -cedrene (13), epi--cedrene (14), epizonarene (15), and selinene (16) (entry 7).30 Control reactions were performed without stoichiometric LiCl
resulting in reduced yields (entry 8). Use of LiCl in the absence of catalyst resulted in no
reaction (entry 9). Performing the reaction at reduced temperature failed to ionize the
substrate, while elevated temperatures resulted in formation of bisabolenes (entries 10 –
11). Interestingly, careful monitoring of the reaction by NMR and GC-FID revealed that
bisabolyl fluoride (19) is an intermediate in this transformation. The origin of the fluorine

atom in bisabolyl fluoride (19) is undetermined; however, reactive carbocations are
known to undergo exchange reactions with typically inert molecules.31
The biosynthetic pathway for -selinene (16) is proposed to proceed via an initial
1,10-cyclization of (E,E)-farnesyl pyrophosphate (21, Figure 2a) to generate germacrene
A (22) which subsequently undergoes ring-closing to forge the selinene core.32 The direct
generation of a 10-membered carbocycle in our small molecule-catalyzed system seemed
unlikely, given the potential for competitive formation of a 6-membered ring (i.e. 4,
Figure 1b vs. 23, Figure 2a). Interestingly, upon subjection of bisabolyl fluoride (19) to
the optimized reaction conditions, we found high conversion (84%) to cadinadiene (12),
-cedrenes (13/14), and epizonarene (15), however no -selinene (16) was detected
(entry 12, Table 1). The lack of formation of -selinene (16) from bisabolyl fluoride (19)
supports the hypothesis that a biomimetic 1,10-cyclization could be occurring in our
system. To probe this hypothesis, dihydronerolidyl fluoride (25, Figure 2b), lacking the
central olefin required to undergo a 1,6-cyclization, was subjected to the optimized
reaction conditions. In the event, the 10-membered carbocyclic product 26 was formed in
57% yield. Taken together, these experiments support biomimetic formation of -selinene
(16) through a 1,10-cyclization process without preorganization within an enzyme active
site or supramolecular capsule.32 While enzyme-mediated medium size ring formation
from linear precursors is commonly invoked in biosynthesis, analogous catalytic
transformations remain rare in synthetic chemistry.33–35

Figure 2. Evaluating cyclizations generating medium- and large-carbocyclic cationic intermediates.

Intrigued by this enzyme-free, medium-sized ring forming reaction, we wondered
whether this catalytic strategy could be utilized in the biomimetic syntheses of more
complex polycyclic diterpenes, which often proceed through medium- or macro-sized
rings in nature. For example, taxadiene, the oxidative precursor of taxol, originates from

a tail-to-head cyclization of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate to forge the 14-membered
cembrenyl carbocation (27).36 To the best of our knowledge, biomimetic approaches to
taxadiene have not been reported, presumably due in part to the high entropic cost of
forging such rings outside the confines of an enzyme.7 Interestingly, we found that
treatment of geranyllinaloyl fluoride (17, Figure 2c) with stoichiometric LiBF4 and
catalytic Li+/WCA catalyst led to formation of α-gersemiene (18) in 8% yield. It is
worthy to note that this putative natural product has also been observed in the acidpromoted cyclization of isocembrene,37 suggesting that the cembrenyl carbocation (27) is
an intermediate in this process as well. α-Gersemiene (18), is posited to be the
biosynthetic precursor of the gersemiols, a class of recently isolated natural products
from the soft coral species Gersemia fruiticosa (28 – 29, Figure 1f).38
Conclusion
In summary, we report Li+/WCA-catalyzed tail-to-head, biomimetic cation-π
cyclization reactions of sesquiterpenes and diterpenes. To the best of our knowledge,
these are some of the first small molecule-catalyzed TH polycyclizations reported. This
vertical advance in the field enables the 2-step syntheses of several sesquiterpene cores,
including -cedrene (13), epi--cedrene (14), cadinadiene (12), epizonarene (15), and selinene (16). Importantly, the synthesis of cadinadiene (12) represents the shortest
(formal) total synthesis of artemesinin. 20 We also report the first small moleculecatalyzed, biomimetic TH cyclization to forge a polycyclic diterpene, gersemiane A (18),
albeit in modest yield. Additionally, we observe competitive formation of a 10membered terpene intermediate despite the availability of a more facile pathway leading
to a 6-membered ring. Furthermore, given the competency of bisabolyl fluoride (19,
Table 1) in the formation of several complex sesquiterpenes under our reaction
conditions, our findings suggest that non-stop cyclization is not necessary for mimicking
tail-to-head pathways in a synthetic setting.13 Taken together, these findings may offer a
shift in the biomimetic paradigm that could ultimately unlock tail-to-head cyclization for
use in practical organic synthesis. Akin to classic studies in steroid synthesis, we surmise
that advancements in TH methodology will refine our understanding of the role of
terpene cyclases in biosynthesis.39,40 Thus, developing TH cyclization methodology offers
exciting possibilities in an underexplored area.
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